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Abstract
The existing control mechanisms at the network nodes have a good active and very effective at each local router, but they
do not still strong enough to control nonlinear and dynamical behaviour of the network. Therefore, the control system
requirements must be designed to be flexible to fully grasp the important status information of the variation and intelligent
control methods to control network congestion in nonlinear network. To solve this problem, we propose a solution
combined fuzzy reasoning with neural network control put on active queue management mechanisms at the network nodes
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fluctuations in traffic load, the diversity of application types,
change the connection network model. For stability control
system, the design method using fuzzy neural control (also
known as fuzzy neural network used) to approximate the
unknown component, which seeks to reduce the impact of
excluding components to achieve the best quality control.
The application of fuzzy neural control also allows the
development of adaptive control, so the parameters can be
adjusted online during system operation. Artificial neural
networks are often used to adjust the membership functions
of the fuzzy system in the control device. Although fuzzy
logic can encode expert knowledge directly using rules with
linguistic labels of fuzzy logic but requires a lot of
experience and does not allow automatic adjustment of the
membership functions to the best of quantitative the input
linguistic variables. Neural network training techniques to
automate this process and dramatically reduce time and
development costs while improving processing speed.
For neural networks, knowledge can be obtained
automatically by the regression algorithm but the training
process is relatively slow and analysis the trained network is
difficult. Also we do not have the ability to draw structured
knowledge (rules) from the neural network was trained, and
cannot put more information into the neural network known
to simplify the process of training Network. The fuzzy
system is better in sense of their activities, can be explained
based on the fuzzy rules and thus the performance of the
system can be changed by adjusting the rules. However, the
common knowledge is obtained quite difficult and the input
variable to split into several regions, the application of fuzzy
systems are limited in areas where expert knowledge to
have, as well as in fact most are applicable only to the

1. Introduction
Active queue management (AQM) is a queue control
mechanisms and transduction activity in the network nodes,
control the number of packets in router queues by scheduling
and active packet to remove a blockage or notification to
regulate traffic on the network [2][3]. In recent years,
researchers have proposed a number of queue management
mechanisms in the network nodes based on the size of the
queue elements such as RED, FRED [23][28] and
transduced as BLUE, SFB [15][20]. The mechanism for
active queue management based on transduction works well
in environments transduction network in the router changes,
but not effective in the network environment in the queue
size of different routing [13][22][23]. Mechanism of active
queue management REM [1][32] overcomes the drawbacks
of the mechanism on the way manage queues based on
queue size and transduction in the router. REM was
evaluated based on the specific material [1][11][14][15].
However, this mechanism is controls drawback and static in
nature. In some cases, the information is not updated in
accordance with the status of the network changes. Because
of the above reasons, we chose to do queue management
mechanism REM to improve positive, supplemented by
fuzzy neural network system on it.
Although the study of nonlinear control has made
important progress, however, the problem becomes more
complex nonlinear systems containing unknown ingredients
destabilize the system. The characteristics of this unknown
may stem from various factors at the input, such as
*
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number of small input variables. Combines the advantages
of fuzzy systems and neural networks led to hybrid systems,
structures are widely used as hybrid fuzzy neural network. In
modern control theory, fuzzy systems, neural networks and a
combination of fuzzy systems with neural networks are
considered versatile tool to solve nonlinear problems and
uncertainties in general nonlinear control systems.
In this paper, we have developed a mechanism for active
queue management FNNREM (REM Fuzzy Neural
Network) based on the use of fuzzy neural network
controller, which is integrated into the mechanism of active
queue management REM, in order to proactively detect and
control congestion. The results of the analysis and evaluation
of simulation experiments based on NS2 software was
installed, showed that the mechanism active queue
management FNNREM works well at each router, reducing
packet drop, reducing the latency and increase throughput
flows. Therefore, queue management mechanism FNNREM
has new advanced network performance, respond quickly to
the changes of network traffic packets on the transmission
line should have been improving the quality of network
services. The contents of this article are presented consists of
5 parts: The first part of the article pointed out the necessity
of queue management and idea management mechanism
proposed new queue FNNREM. The second part of the
article is to present the mathematical basis of the mechanism
of active queue management and operation of queue
management mechanism in the network environment
TCP/IP. The third part, the paper presents the mathematical
basis of fuzzy neural networks in active queue management
at the network nodes. The fourth part, presented proposed
new queue management mechanism FNNREM of authors.
Finally, based on our theoretical analysis and
implementation results, to draw conclusions and future
research directions of the authors.

Therefore, feedback control theory is an appropriate tool
for analysing and design of TCP/AQM algorithm. To use
control theory, the paper presents a mathematical model of
TCP behaviour was developed in [4] and [33]. This model is
based on two assumptions: TCP traffic is seen as fluid flows
and the packet loss is described obey Poisson distribution.
The algorithm avoids congestion on the network TCP/IP
was developed to adjust the speed of the traffic flow so
close to the limit as possible to convey maximum
information transmission and avoid network congestion.
The basic premise of this algorithm is considered a packet
loss is equivalent to signal congestion. The principle of the
algorithm is used to control the speed of traffic sources
according to state this principle is quite simple. When
starting operation, each source flow rate increases. This
increase will take place continuously until packet loss
occurs. This means that congestion is detected somewhere
in the network. Therefore, traffic sources must slow down
enough to get rid of congestion. This is the basic point of
the congestion control algorithms, Additive Increase
Decrease multiplicative (AIMD) on network TCP/IP [16].

Figure 2. The control mechanism of TCP

Slow start algorithm and congestion [31]: Includes twophase slow start and congestion avoidance. Initially, active
TCP slow start phase. The goal is to get a congestion
threshold prediction. Start slow start phase, TCP settings
cwnd =1. Each time an ACK is received, cwnd will
increase a unit (but not beyond that window to receive the
message receiver). So, cwnd will increase exponentially
until it reaches the slow start threshold (Ssthresh), then we
move to avoid congestion. In the congestion avoidance
phase, TCP will adjust cwnd=cwnd +1/cwnd each time an
ACK is received until the packet loss occurs. Upon detection f
packet loss, will put the source sthresh = cwnd/2, retransmit
the lost packets and return to slow start phase by resetting
cwnd = 1.
Fast retransmit algorithm [31]: The goal is to restore the
operation of more efficient TCP from packet loss. When
you get two identical copies acknowledgment, TCP as this
is the case repeat the acknowledgment and three
transmission lines were congested. Rather than waste time
waiting for timeout, the source will decrease speed and
retransmit lost packets.
Fast recovery algorithms [31]: When the packet loss is
detected by the phenomenon repeated acknowledgment,
returning TCP slow start phase by placing sthresh =
cwnd/2 and cwnd=1. If the window size is large and the

2. The control system TCP/AQM
In this section, we analyse the dynamical models of TCP,
the stability of the control system TCP/AMQ and the
operation mechanism of the active queue management REM
in routers.

2.1. Dynamical model of TCP
We can realize that the entire TCP/IP is a feedback
system linked as described in Figure 1.

TCP

Source
TCP

Destination

Transmission Window

ACK Packets
Source Host

Network

Destination Host

Figure 1. Models of TCP flow control
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error rate is small, then instead of continuing slow start
algorithm, TCP will move fast recovery algorithms. At this
time, congestion window cwnd = Ssthresh/2 +3 phase and
go straight to avoid congestion.
That means that when the packet loss occurs, all of the
TCP connections react to the loss. The packet loss on
networks not only occur in a single source that actually take
place in a variety of sources. TCP is designed to ensure
fairness in the connection to each source window size
changes simultaneously. The first assumption implies that
the congestion window will increase continuously instead of
jumping level. Window size will increase after each RTT
and expressed as dt/RTT. Second assumption process
modelling packet loss. Assuming the packet loss is random
and obey Poisson distribution. Based on the above two
assumptions, the variation of congestion window size W can
be described as follows:
dt
W
(1)
dW (t ) 
 dN (t )
RTT 2
in that, dN(t) is defined as: dN(t)=1 if packet loss occurs,
dN(t)=0 if no packet loss occurs. Equation (1) aspect reflects
"Additive Increase Decrease multiplicative" of TCP. The
first component corresponding to the Additive Increase, the
window size will increase by one after each RTT. The
second component corresponding to the Decrease
multiplicative, halving the window size for each packet loss.

R(t ) 

N (t )
w(t )
R(t )

q(t )
 Tp
C (t )

(6)

N
1
(W (t))  2 q(t )
(9)
2
R0
R0
In particular: W  W  W0 , q  q  q0 is the state
q(t )  

variable, p  p  p0 is the input.
Equation (8) and (9) also written as:
1 
 N

 2 
R0 C W 
W   R02 C




1   q 
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R0 
 R0

1 
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  R 2 C  R 2 C  W (t  h)  
0
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  q (t  h) 
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2  p (t  h )
 2N 
 0 

Figure 3. Flow chart of the control system TCP/AQM

q (t )  C (t ) 

P(s)  PTPC (s) Pqueue (s) e sR0

TCP) and p: probabilistic marking or removing packages.
The dynamical behaviour of TCP is described in the
operation of a nonlinear system over time delay should be
difficult in the analysis control theory perspective.
Therefore, we are only interested in the design of AQM
algorithms operate around a linear balance point (w0,q0,p0).
For the linearized model in Figure 3, it is assumed that the
number of TCP sessions and routing capacity is constant.
So N(t)N and C(t)C. Follow [7] linear model works
around balance point is determined as follows:
N
W(t )   2 (W(t )  W (t  h)) 
R0 C
(8)
R0 C2
1
(q(t )  q(t  h)) 
(p(t  h))
R02 C
2N 2

Using stochastic analysis and difference equation to
equation (1), considered on the basis of assumptions,
documents [4] provide dynamic models of the behavior of
TCP. This model consider a system in which there is a
single congested router with transmission capacity is C.
Combining the router is an AQM algorithm is
characterized by a probability function drop package p, to
stabilize the average queue length at the router and average
congestion window size. The models proposed from [7]
then takes the form:

1
w(t ) w(t  R(t ))

p(t  R(t ))
R(t )
2 R(t  R(t ))

(5)

C 2  sR0
e
q( s)
2N
P( s) 

(7)
p( s) 
2 N 
1 
 s  2  s  
R0 
R0 C  

In particular: operator x denotes the derivative of x over
time, W: the average window size TCP, q(t ) : the average
queue length, R(t) : cycle time for a packet, C: bandwidth,
Tp : transmission delay, N(t): load factor (sessions number of

2.2. The control system TCP/AQM

w(t ) 

N
R0
q( s)
Pqueue ( s ) 

W (s) s  1
R0

(2)
(3)

(10)

2.3. Analysis of the stability of AQM
algorithms

(4)

The AQM algorithms need to maintain the operation of
the closed-loop stability despite changing conditions on
network activity. The changes include the number of TCP
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Q(s)  [01] X (s)  CX (s)

sessions, the change of the transmission delay T and
routing capacity C. In this method, we view the delay as
the noise impacts affecting the kinetic characteristics
common. The objective of the algorithm is to achieve
stability in relation to late. To achieve this, the system is
divided into two parts as above. In particular, Δ
disturbances and Σ is the usual kinetic.

Q( s)
 C[sI A GD h ( s)]1 B
W1 ( s)
Calculate:
N R0 C 2
.
R0 2 N 2
Q( s )

W1 ( s )

2N  
1 
N
sD h
 s  2  s 

R0  R02 C
R0 C  


D
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Figure 4. Linear analysis model for AQM
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P( s)
1  P( s )D( s )

D( s ) 
(11)

W 
use x(t )  
 , Dh v(t )  v(t  h) is the delay operator, the
 q 
above equation can be rewritten as:
x(t )  Ax(t )  B1 (t )  G2 (t )
(12)
with 1 (t )  Dh p(t ) , 2 (t )  (1  Dh ) x(t )
 2N
 R2
0
A
 N

 R0



(15)

Here, the transfer function P(s) in equation (16) shows
the kinematics influence of probability mark or remove
packages on the queue length. Transfer function Δ (s)
representing the noise impact:.
C2
2N
P( s) 
(16)

2 N 
1 
 s  2  s  
R0 
R0 C  


From the model, according to equation (10), we analyzed
the kinetics of the usual two and interference:
1 
 N

 2 
R0 C W 
W   R02 C
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 q    N
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 R0

1 
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  R 2 C  R 2 C  W (t  h)  
0
 0
  q (t  h) 
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0  
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2  p (t  h )
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(14)

2N 2 s
(1  e sR0 )
2 3
R0 C

(17)

Figure 6. The control system feedback AQM

2.4. Stabilizing AQM control rule

1 
R02 C 

0 

Based on Figure 6, we see C (s) is the control rule. The
stability of the closed loop is basic factors to meet
operational goals. References [7] provide conditions for C
(s) stable objects usually late P( s) e sR and stable
confounding factors impact D( s) . In the following
statement, we assume that there exists a transfer function:
P( s )
V ( s) 
(18)
1  P( s)C ( s) e sR0
0

Figure 5 shows the AQM control system has been
linearized. We determine the transfer function by the
Laplace transform, equation (12):

Statement:

usual kinetic

With the feasible network parameters   (N, C, Tp) and
operational point linear control AQM described in (12) is
stable if C(s) stabilizing kinetic object usually late
and noise Δ(s) amplification coefficient
P( s) e sR
0

stability, ie: D  j .V ( j)  1,   0

Figure 5. AQM linear system models
sX (s)  Ax(s)  BW1 (s)  GDh (s) X (s);

Proof:
(13)

 sR

If C (s) stabilizing kinetic object usually late P( s) e 0
then V (s) stable. Because Δ(s).V(s) stability (gain ratio

Dh (s)  1  e sR0
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amplifies

small

D( j).V ( j)  1 )

along

with

on the path, the total price to be embedded into the terminal
to mark probability. Forms exponentially increase the
probability of marking is very important in a large network.
At last, the probability of marking a packet passes through
multiple congested link from source to destination depends
on the probabilities associated marks at all links in the path.
When and only when the associated component marking
probability is exponential in its price link. This led to the
arrival terminal will be marked probability increases
exponentially with the total price of all links in congested
link in its path. This total is a true measure of congestion in
the path of the packets. Since it is embedded in the terminal
to mark probability, it can be easily estimated from the
sources of its own packets are marked, and is used to design
adaptation loads of it.
Suppose that a packet passes through the links l=1,2, …,
L have price pl(t) at time t, the marking probability ml(t)
queue l at time t is:
(21)
ml (t )  1   pl (t )

the

conditions of the Nyquist stability leads to a stable closedloop.

2.5. Operation of REM mechanism
The first idea of REM is stable input rate and link
capacity of the queue, regardless of the number of users
sharing links [4][23]. Each output queue of router installed
REM mechanism and maintains a variable called 'price'.
Price as a factor in evaluating congestion. Price is updated
periodically or asynchronously, based on the asymmetry of
the asymmetric load and the asymmetry queue size. The
load is unworthy of the difference between the speed of the
flow of data into and existing capacity of the link.
Unworthiness of the queue size is the difference between
the required target size queue with queue size of the router.
This price increase if the total weight of unworthiness is
positive, and decreases in the opposite case. Total weight is
positive when one input exceeds the binding capacity or
there are too many packages in the queue backlog should be
cleared, and negative in the opposite case. As the number of
users increases, the load is not uniform among the queue size
increases, boosting the price and therefore the probability of
congestion marked. This will send a stronger signal
congestion to the source, then the source of reduced growth.
When downloading the source is too small, will not sync
negative, and marked probability reduce and enhance the of
load power. Until unworthiness is towards to zero, high
efficiency and negligible decrease, so the delay in
equilibrium. The queue is deleted in equilibrium if the queue
set to 0.
REM clear control through updates its price, this is the
first character of REM. Exactly, queue size l, price pl(t) in
stages t is updated by the following formula [1][26]:

pl (t  1)   pl (t )  (l (bl (t )  bl* )  xl (t )  cl (t )) 



Where, >1 is constant and marking probability at the end of
the packet is [24][25][28]:
L
  pl ( t )
1   1  ml (t )   1   l
(22)
l 1

Probability high marks when large sum

 p (t ) . When
l

l

the marking probability at the link ml(t) small, should pl(t)
small. So, the probability is marked at the end by the above
formula is proportional to the sum of the p l(t) along the way
and mark probability at end approximately:  log e    pl (t ) .
l

3. Mathematical basis of fuzzy neural
network

(19)

3.1. Motivation using fuzzy neural network

Where, >0 and l>0 constants are small and
[z]+=max{z,0}. Here, bl(t) the average queue size of the
queue l in time t and bt*  0 the target queue length, x(t)
average download speeds of queue l at the time of t, and c l(t)
allowed bandwidth of queue l at the time of t. The difference
in load is xl(t)-cl(t) and the queue size bl(t)- bl* . The constant
l can be set up by each individual queue and are updated
according to the performance and latency in each queue. The
constant  REM control response changes depending on
network conditions. Parameters price will increase if the
speed deviation of the load and queue size is positive and the
price will decrease in the opposite case. At equilibrium,
stability and p is calculated using the formula:
l (bl (t )  bl* )  xl (t )  cl (t )  0
(20)
This can be kept when loading the input speed equal to
the speed of processing in routers (xl=cl) and the number of
packets in the queue with the desired queue size bl  bl*
REM's second idea is to use a total of price links along
the path of the packet, this total reflects signs of congestion

One of the problems of alternative methods of estimating
the state function from measured data and understanding of
the system to determine the function of replacing
conservative estimates so wrong of approximately xn
always response design requirements. Assuming that can
find continuous functions, bounded f and g  0 so that
the error of approximation xn satisfying Ddxn  W với
x   x , x   x . However, if the conditions unsatisfied

approximately, or in other words if do not find the
Estimators satisfactory alternative is clearly not applicable
method.
Also another issue to consider is determining control
parameter (if exists) to static stability controller meets the
conditions binding on the state trajectory and input during
activities, such as x and u should keep always in the
corresponding domain valid  x and  u . This problem is
significant considering the application perspective to answer
the only question is if the function is defined to replace
approximately satisfy the conditions in a particular region
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does not cover the valid domain can design static stability
controller satisfies design requirements or not.
As mentioned, due to the advantages of fuzzy systems
and neural networks in identifying non-linear characteristics
of the object that the method is built towards fuzzy neural
application to build compensate nonlinear components in the
control rule static feedback. This section of the paper will
show that this problem is solved by the universal
approximation in function approximation theory.

g:D, D (The theorem Weiertrass); functions
defined function class
m


Z a   g ( x)   ai cos(bTi x  ci ) : a i , ci  , bi  n  ;
i 1



fuzzy systems with Gaussian membership functions,
defuzzification COG focal point methods; 2-layer neural
network with hidden nodes sigmoid activation function
and output nodes are linear approximations of the
universal constant scalar functions f   c (n, D) , D
 .
Proof of a function class structure is the universal
approximately function for another function class normally
by definition. However, there is a proven effective tool is to
use the results of Stone Weierstrass theorem can refer to in
the literature [35], [20].

3.2. The ministry universal approximation
Symbol F ( x, ) is the approximation with   p is the
parameter vector to be modified and F   p is the set of
all the valid parameter value of approximately. If the call

Z  F(x, ) : F  p ,p  0 is class contains all

3.3. Mathematical approximation of the fuzzy
neural network system

functions of the form F (x, ) ,   F with p≥0, whereas
concepts are regularity approximation or uniformly
approximation is defined as follows:
Definition 1: function f : D   possible are
regularity approximation or uniformly approximation on
D  n by functions of class Z if the 0 always exists

As presented, the universal approximation parameters
selected quantities large enough to be approximated any
continuous function with arbitrary accuracy on compact sets
(compact set), so in addition to the ability to adjust Online
(online) but they can also be used in the adaptive controller.
The study makes use of approximately adaptive controller
used primarily oriented fuzzy systems ([12], [35]), using
neural networks ([14], [35]) or a combination of fuzzy
systems and network use neurons ([8], [15]).
Although theoretically can use any approximations that
satisfy the requirements of such methods as the fuzzy
approximation with Gauss membership functions,
defuzzification methods COG; 2-layer neural network with
hidden nodes sigmoid activation function and a linear output
node or network adaptive ANFIS. However, not only the
structure easily approximate the optimal in each case so
dependent on measurement data available, non-linear
characteristics of the object and the boundary conditions.
Often the design of universal approximate size of the
smallest structure satisfies the approximation error and need
more time to try and test the structure due to the
approximations given only a multimeter to ensure that error
is approximately bounded by WF  0 was not possible to
determine the value WF small as long as. However, there

F (x)   to sup F ( x)  f ( x)   .
xD

Note that the definition chosen F (x) can depend on
 and value p  0 is the number of parameters required of
F (x) to ensure error of approximation blocked or
sup F ( x)  f ( x)   .
xD

In addition, signs F (x) shortened to just parameter vector
θ identify objects and is not of concern. In function
approximation theory, the universal approximation has an
important role because they can indicate approximate certain
function layers with any accuracy. The definition of
universal approximation is statement based on the concept of
are approximately as follows:
Definition 2 : Class function structure Z1 is called the
universal approximation of functions of functions class Z 2
if every function f  Z 2 then have to be approximated by
Z1 .
If sign Zc (n, D) is the set of all continuous scalar function

are certain things that need to increase the size of the
structure and selected approximately parameters adjusted
accordingly to achieve approximation error arbitrarily small.
Also research the issues choose between the linear
approximation and nonlinear parameters for the structure of
the same size (or number of parameters), the problem of
parameter tuning method in the approximation or nonlinear
structure determination of the best approximations are the
subject being studied ([35]). But due to the advantages of
fuzzy systems and neural networks in nonlinear processing,
and adjust parameters on articles online, but only consider
the approximation is based on fuzzy systems and neural
networks. The following section will show that the neuron
can approximate fuzzy controller used in both static stability

defined on a closed domain D  n , While it can use one
of the common universal approximation follows ([4], [8],
[35]) to approximate the continuous function:
 The class definition content jump function; 2-layer
neural network with activation function buttons hidden
under the threshold or sigmoid activation function
:   [0,1] and output nodes are linear
approximations of the universal constant scalar
functions f   c (1, D) , D  [ a, b ]   .
 The
polynomial
defined
function
class
p


Z p   g ( x)   ai xi : a 0 , a1 ,...a p  , p  0 
i 0



with
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and dynamic stability control (adaptation), and as a basis for
problem solving stability control in our method production.
The following presents a mathematical representation of the
number and structure of fuzzy neural network system is used
as the universal approximation, as well as a number of issues
on the use and optimization of the fuzzy neural
approximation.

Fuzzyfier

Defuzzyfier

Inference Engine

Rule Base

3.4. Mathematical representation of the fuzzy
approximation

Figure 7. MISO fuzzy control system

At the MISO fuzzy systems are nonlinear mapping from
input vectors x   x1 ,..., x n  n to output y (Figure
7). In the theory of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic ([4], [9]),
allows dimming chemical inputs using fuzzy operators
chemical transfer function data clearly the basis of fuzzy sets
and fuzzy rules with the assumption including: p fuzzy rules
are represented as a set of fuzzy descriptive (fuzzy
Implications) after:

To calculate the fuzzy description of each rule or the
output of each rule can be used to describe the fuzzy
operator (t-norm or t-conorm) [30]. Some fuzzy operator
describe common include: Zadeh x  y  max{1  x,
min{x, y}}, Lukasiewicz x  y  min{1, 1  x  y},
Mamdani x  y  min{x, y} và Larsen x  y  xy ([28],
[25], [30]). Where the operator using fuzzy Mamdani
describes the output of the ith rule (Ri), denoted as

T





i : AJ11i  AJ22i  ... AJnni  Bki

(23)

Ci 

with i=1..p, notation A  B or just fuzzy describe for
conditions statements IF A THEN B and Aij , Bk is the

 x , 
  y, 

Bk

i

Aij

Bk

i

i

 A , B  [0,1]

with

i
j

(24)

respectively,

k

the

membership

 ab ,

Łukasiewicz

y  F ( x, ) 

choose

2
n
J1i  AJ 2 i ... AJ ni

 x   min

A1J1i



 x1  ,  A  x2  ,...,  A  xn 
2
J2 i

n
J ni

ki



(26)

i 1

i

B  y 
ki

Ci

( x, z )dz

z

(27)

p



Ci

( x, z )dz

B  y 
ki

for to ith rule. Normally we

symmetry across a vertical axis through

B  y 
ki

The equation (27) is a model of Mamdani fuzzy system
with COG defuzzification method and is used as the fuzzy

function

T

approximation F (x, θ) with   c1 ,...,c p  .





 x, y 

 x  , B  y 

the peak to ci is the midpoint of

1
2
n
Decac integrated AJ1i  AJ 2 i  ...  AJ ni  Bki the first clause

 A1

C  

with ci is the center of

norm TMIN then fuzzy describe (23) can be written as
in the formula (23) calculated as follows:

... AJnni

i 1 z

TLAND (a, b)  max{a  b  1,0}, In case of using smallest t-



2
J1i  AJ 2 i

 AJ22 i ... AJnni

p

The basic problem of fuzzy systems in fuzzy inference
mechanism (fuzzy inference) and defuzzification methods
(defuzzification) used to calculate the output of fuzzy system
clearly specify when the input given on the basis of fuzzy
rules have known. This fuzzy inference mechanism is built
on the success of inference rules. To calculate the the first
clause in the formula (23) we can use any t-norm does [30]
as the smallest t-norm TMIN (a, b)  min{a, b} , algebraic
TPAND (a, b)



1
J1i

Finally, to calculate the output of fuzzy system can be
used as a defuzzification method of defuzzification focal
point COG (Center Of Gravity) after:

functions of j and k inputs xi and output y .

integrated

 x, y  : x n , y  calculated as follows:

 min  A1

 : x  
 y  : y 
 xi 

Ci

C  x , y    A

fuzzy set is defined as follows:
Aij 

 y, 

3.5. Mathematical representation of the neural
network approximation

(25)

At the feedforward artificial neural network p  1 output
layer with linear activation function, in which 0,1.. p 1, p
respectively order index from the input layer, the hidden
layer (when p  2 ) to the output layer. If sign:
xi, y j : respectively the input and output of the network
with i  1..n , j  1..m ;
Li : the neural number of hidden layer ith (when p  2 )
with i  1.. p 1;
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w ijk

L
 n

F ( x, )  y1   w12j sig   w1jk xk   1j   12
j 1
 k 1


is the weight from node k in layer i-1 to node j in

layer i with i = 1.. p,

1..Li ,1  i  p
1..Li ,1  i  p
j
; k 
1..m, i  p
1..n, i  1



i
j

3.6. Approximate fuzzy neural network
There are many research results in order to combine the
advantages of fuzzy systems and neural networks in the
building structure is approximately [30]. One of the results
of the study are positive fuzzy inference system based on
adaptive network ANFIS (Adaptive Network based Fuzzy
Inference System) proposed by Jang [18], [19], [20], [30].
This is a hybrid neural network structure model based on
fuzzy rules fuzzy systems Takagi Sugeno have been
described as fuzzy follows:

is the threshold value of node j in layer i with i = 1..
1..Li ,1  i  p
1..m,i  p

p, j  

 ij

function is activate network node j th in the hidden

layer i with ith =1..p-1, j =1.. Li the output of neuron j th in
the hidden layer ith (when p  2 ), denoted as Oi , j with i
=1.. p 1, j =1..L and the output of the network yr with r
=1..m:

 1 n 1
1
 j   w jk xk   j  , i  1

  k 1
oij  
Li 1
 i  w i oi 1   i  ,1  i  p  1
jk k
j 
 j 

  k 1


1
1
 w rs xs   r , p  1
 s 1
yr   L
p 1
 w p o p 1   p , p  2
 rs s
r

 s 2

n
Ri :  AJ11i  A2j 2i  ...  AJni
  gi ( x)

Layer Hidden
(Layer 1)

(31)
n

ANFIS networks using linear functions gi ( x)   aij x j
j 1

input membership functions and bell has proven to be a
universal approximation of nonlinear function.

3.7. Mathematical representation of the linear
and nonlinear approximation for parameters

(28)

n

Layer Input
(Layer 0)

(30)

The approximate (fuzzy neurons) can be represented as
linear either nonlinear for parameters. Ministry of
approximation is called linear if for parameters
representation in the form:
F ( x, )   T  ( x) hay F ( x,  )   T ( x)
(32)

where φ(x) is a vector function of x and θ is the vector
of input parameters in the linear behavior of the function
approximation. For example, the fuzzy neural linear
approximation for fuzzy system parameters such as formula
(27) and RBN neural networks (NN Radial Basis).
In case the approximation using fuzzy systems under

Layer Output
(Layer 2)

T

(27) if   c1 ,...,c p  then :
Input

Hidden

F ( x, )
 T ( x)  1 ( x),...,  p ( x)  with


Output

Figure 8. System 2-layer feed forward neural networks

i ( x) 
Figure 8 performances 2 layer feed forward neural
networks (p = 2) has n input, m output linear and L buttons
hidden. Network model is written as follows:
L
 n

yi   wij2 j   w1jk xk   1j   i2
j 1
 k 1




Ci

( x, z )dz

z

should be able to represented:

p


i 1 z

Ci

( x, z )dz

F ( x, )  T ( x) linear form for the parameter.

(29)

F ( x, )
 T ( x) or φ(x, θ) containing parameters

vector θ as in the case of approximation based on multi-layer
neural network represented in (30), the approximation is
called nonlinear for parameter, because F(x, θ) is a
nonlinear function of the parameter θ :
F ( x, )  T ( x, )
(33)
Case

with i =1..m . Where there network is only one output (m = 1)
1
with sigmoid activation function sig ( x) 
in the
1  e2 x
hidden layer, the network can use the universal approximation
of scalar continuous functions f ( x)  n   either:
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guarantee to meet the requirements of error of approximation.
Normally vector to find the optimum tuning parameters *  
from the measured data can be applied least squares
algorithm (Least Squares) linear (batch, recursive) or
nonlinear (gradient, conjugate gradient, line search,
Levenberg Marquardt) are presented in the document [35],
[20], [4], [30].

3.8. The linearized approximation
The non-linear approximation to the parameters usually
more simple (in size and number of parameters) than the
linear approximation to achieve accuracy approximately
equivalent. For static feedback control rule in the alternative
state estimation function, the use of linear approximations to
the nonlinear parameter is not set up by simply ensuring the
approximation error should set of valid domain. To adjust
the parameters of the approximation in the feedback control
rule, the use of the linear approximation for nonlinear
parameter significance. Although the findings of the paper in
the next chapter of applying one of two types of
approximation, however, can also linearized approximation
of nonlinear parameters according to each application.
The problem of the linearized approximation is presented
in [35]. These results indicate if the approximation is
Lipschitz continuous adjustments to the parameters
(excluding the performers are in the form of linear or
nonlinear), it can be written as follows:

4. Proposed control mechanisms FNNREM
4.1. The algorithm of FNNREM
Packet
arrival

Calculates the probability

F ( x, )
D   ( x, , * )


θ

Where

is

current

parameters,



 *  arg min  sup F ( x, )  f ( x)  the optimal parameters,
 

D    * ,

 xx

Calculates the probability at the
destination:

(34)
the


(x, , * )  ( D )

Destination?
(l=L)
Y

D F ( x, )  F ( x, * )  F ( x, )


N

Calculate congestion estimates pl(t)
Pl(t) Price(queueLength(t),curentUtil(t))

Mark packages by m l(t)

Mark packages by m L

sum=sum+pl(t)
l++

End

with lim (D  )  0 .
D  0

*
Addition (x, , * ) blocked by (x, ,  )  L D

D
2

Figure 9. Algorithm control mechanism FNNREM

with L

is Lipschitz constant. Therefore, if you find the governing
rule  to reduce D 
forward to

2

4.2. Structure FNNREM

then  tend toward * and F(x,) will

F  x, *  . Thus, if

D

2

FNNREM structure is shown in Figure 10 consists of
five layers, which is:

bounded then

approximation error is also blocked.

Input

3.9. Optimization of fuzzy neural
approximation

Antecedent

Rule

Consequent

Action

queueLength

prob(p)

The optimization problem of fuzzy neural approximation
generally seek to minimize the value function (cost function)
2
p
p is the
J ()  sup f ( x)  F ( x, ) with     

currentUtil

x x

vector of parameters to be adjusted by fuzzy systems or
neural networks or need to find the optimum tuning
parameters
from the measured data to
*  

Input

Fuzzifier

AND(Min.)

OR(Max.)

Defuzzifier

Figure 10. Architecture of FNNREM

*  arg min J ()


Thus for small approximation error upon request
measured data must be large enough and cover all valid
domain x . But in fact most can not choose how to
measure distributed data in and can not change the
measurement data to improve the precision that can only directly
use finite amount of data has been measured. This is really a
complex issue and in many cases optimization methods do not

(i)

9

Layer of inputs (Input): language input variable is
the variable that represents the main factors
affecting the operation mechanism of REM. Here
we choose to use level factors queue
(queueLength), use line level (currentUtil) as input
linguistic variables FNNREM system.
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(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

Layer antecedent (Antecedent): This layer performs
the function of tissues in the value of the variable
input, will pass each of the input values to set the
corresponding language. Because chemical methods
under fuzzy triangular/trapezoidal simple and
efficient, so we chose this method to construct the
membership function for the input linguistic
variables.
Layer rules (Rule): This layer contains the basis for
inference rules. Code base is a set of fuzzy rules of
the form IF-THEN, for n variables in x1.. xn, the y
variable, fuzzy rules of the form R: IF (x1 is A1)..
 (xi is Ai)  … (xn is An) THEN y is B. Where A
and B are fuzzy sets of linguistic variables x1, x2,..,
xn and the outcome variable y.
Layer consequences (consequent): This layer
performs the function of the total results of the
nodes in the rule layer to send, through the permit
OR (Max.).
Layer Action (Action) functional class implements
defuzzification to obtain results, the results are
calculated probability of packet marking
optimization under the current state of the network.

4.4. The evaluation criteria
The performance evaluation of congestion control
mechanisms is usually through criteria such as packet loss
probability at place where congestion occurs, achieved
network throughput, transmission line utilization level, the
level of fairness of transmission line when the together
connection to the transmission bottleneck and the queue
utilization level at bottleneck. The criteria for this evaluation
represents quality network service (QoS) and is defined by
[3][24]:
Packet loss rate: The ratio of the number of packets lost to
the total development package. For network stability, the
lower the rate, whereas this ratio is very high. Packet loss
rate is determined by the formula:
N

packet loss rate 

 packet loss
i 1
M

 packet sent

(35)

j 1

Transmission line utilization level: As the ability to take
advantage of network traffic that said the index's ability to
communicate through the network connection is strong or
weak and is calculated by the following formula:
byte _ departurest
utilization 
(36)
bandwidth  t
Where utilization is the level of using transmission lines,
byte_departurest is the number of bytes transmitted in t
seconds, the bandwidth is the bandwidth of the transmission
line and t is time of transmission.
Fairness level: is level of flows in network with ensuring
fairness of connections when network has many other
throughput types. Level of fairness is 1 when throughput of
flows is equal, unless when throughput of flows is unequal,
this value is less than 1. This value demonstrates greater,
assurance of the congestion control algorithms is well.
Fairness level is calculated as following formula:

4.3. Simulation Settings
We performed simulations based on NS2 software [23].
During the experiment, the network model is described in
the model after:

2

 N 
  xi 
fairness   i 1 N 
N   xi2

Figure 11. Network simulation model

(37)

i 1

where, fairness is fair level of flows, fairness  [0, 1], xi: is
the throughput of flow i and N is the number of flows.
Average Queue Size: The index indicates directly the
level of resource use at router. This index is defined as the
ratio of the average queue size to the actual size of the
queue. Mechanism with this small ratio will have small
latency at the queue and risk of overflew queue is low. In
contrast, the mechanism will make large latency and high
risk of overflew queue. We use the quadratic average of
control deviation to be index of queue utilization level and it
is defined as:

In simulation, we use N flows TCP and M unresponsive
flows UDP responses flows. The transmission lines from
source TCP and UDP to bottleneck and from bottleneck to
destinations has a 100Mbps bandwidth, latency is changed
from 1 to 20ms. Transmission line in the script is the link
between two routers. We put the transmission bandwidth is
45Mbps and the latency is 20ms. Router bottlenecks in the
algorithm settings REM, FNNREM to evaluate the queue
size at a bottleneck circumstances change and flow into the
M and N vary from 10 to 300
In addition, parameters such as packet size of all TCP and
UDP flows are set to 1000 bytes, TCP window size is 2000
packets, transmission speed of UDP flows changes in the
simulation as a evaluation basis. Selected simulation time is
60 seconds.

2
1 M 2
1 M
ei 
Qi  Qref 
(38)



M  1 i 0
M  1 i 0
where, Qref the queue size, Qi the queue size at the ith
sampling time and M is the number of sampling.

Se 
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4.5. Evaluation of packet loss rate
From the graph Figure 12, we see that the queue size in
the router increases, the packet loss rate of mechanisms
reduce and the increased number of connections to the router
is the increased packet loss rate. In all cases, REM always
has the highest packet loss rate and the FNNREM always
have the lowest packet loss, when the queue size of 400 or
more and the number of connections is less than 100, the
packet loss rate of FNNREM less than 1%.

Figure 14. The fairness of active queue management
mechanisms

4.8. Evaluate the average queue size
Based on the simulation results and graph demonstrating
usage rate of the queue size of algorithm in Figure 15, we
find that FNNREM usage level is always lower than REM,
in cases of the changing queue size, this figure is less than
60%, and less than 80% for all cases having changed flows.
This matter makes the latency and the ability to overflow
queue at routers of low mechanism FNNREM

Figure 12. Packet loss rate of the active queue
management mechanisms

4.6. Evaluation of Link Utilization level
The graph in Figure 13 shows the level of transmission
line utilization of the mechanisms. The ability to take
advantage of the transmission line utilization of the
mechanisms increases, when the queue size and loading
(number of connection flows) increases. When the queue
size from 400 and over or the number of connections into
router from 50 and over, mechanism FNNREM uses better
of transmission line, transmission rate used is over 80%, and
is always higher than the mechanism REM.

Figure 15. Utilization of the queue of active queue
management mechanism

5. Conclusion
The congestion control mechanism in the active queue
management in routers is essential. However, these factors
need to be taken computational intelligence, fuzzy control
mechanism in the active queue management, to these
mechanisms operate more efficiently, in order to improve
the quality of service and network performance. In this
paper, we have changed the mechanism of REM queue
management by introducing fuzzy neural network controller
involved in the process of calculating the probability of
packet marking based on the level of use and queue level
used in the routing path. Results theoretical analysis and
simulation experiments on NS2 software mechanisms for
REM and REM traditional fuzzy controller (FNNREM) in
the same network model, showed FNNREM packet loss
rates low, utilization levels and high transmission latency at
small router queue using low. So FNNREM control and
congestion control better than REM.

Figure 13. Utilization of the transmission of active
queue management mechanism

4.7. Evaluation of Fairness
Based on the graph of Figure 14 shows the fairness of the
algorithm, we found that the fairness level of the algorithm
by REM and FNNREM is very high at over 75% for all
cases. Particularly, mechanism FNNREM always balance
over 80% in the cases which there are the changed number
of connection flows
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